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updates to the University Directory will be published in October.

Trustees of the University 2019-20

Owen J. Sullivan (Chair)
Arts ’79
Chief Operating Officer, NCR Corporation

Rev. Patrick McGrath, S.J. (Vice Chair)
President, Loyola Academy

Todd A. Adams
President and Chief Executive Officer, Rexnord Corporation

Joanna M. Bauza
Bus Ad ’97
President, The Cervantes Group

Tim M. Bergstrom
Bus Ad ’99
President and Chief Operating Officer, Bergstrom Automotive

Robert J. Eck
Arts ’80
Retired CEO, Anixter International Inc.

Rev. James G. Gartland, S.J.
Rector, Saint Peter Faber Jesuit Community, Boston College

Hon. Janine P. Geske
Law ’75
Retired Professor of Law and Retired Justice of the Wisconsin Supreme Court

Jon D. Hammes
Managing Partner, Hammes Company

Nancy Hernandez
Grad ’02
President and Founder, ABRAZO Multicultural Marketing and Communication

Rev. Thomas A. Lawler, S.J.
Pastor, Administrator, Bellarmine Parish, Xavier University

Patrick S. Lawton
Bus Ad ’78, Grad ’80
Managing Director of Fixed Income Capital Markets, Robert W. Baird Co.

Michael R. Lovell, Ph.D.
President, Marquette University

Vincent P. Lyles
President, CEO Boy and Girls Clubs of Greater Milwaukee

Raymond J. Manista
Arts ’87, Law ’90
Executive Vice President-Chief Legal Officer and Secretary Northwestern Mutual

Kelly McSchane
Arts ’68
Retired School Psychologist

Rev. Thomas Nietzke, S.J.
President, Creighton Preparatory School

Rev. Joseph M. O'Keefe, S.J.
Rector, Ciszek Hall, Fordham University

James D. O'Rourke
Bus Ad '87
Retired Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, AA Manufacturing Company

Janis M. Orlowski, M.D., M.A.C.P.
Eng. '78
Chief Health Care Officer, Association of American Medical Colleges

Scott A. Roberts
Bus Ad '85
President, CEO and Chairman of Ziegler Capital Management, LLC (ZCM)

Rev. Michael Rozier, S.J.
Assistant Professor, Saint Louis University

Hon. W. Greg Ryberg
Arts '68
Retired Senator, State of South Carolina

Christopher J. Swift
Bus Ad '83
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer The Hartford

Peggy Troy
Nurs '74
President and Chief Executive Officer, Children's Hospital of Wisconsin

John P. Underwood
Bus Ad '91
Managing Director, Goldman Sachs

Joseph A. Walicki
President of Johnson Controls Power Solutions

James M. Weiss
Arts '68
Retired Senior Portfolio Manager, Segall Bryant Hamill

Thomas H. Werner
Eng '86
President, CEO and Chairman of the Board, SunPower Corporation

Hon. James A. Wynn, Jr.
Law '79
U.S. Federal Appeals Court Judge, US Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit

Rev. Michael A. Zampelli, S.J.
Associate Professor of Theatre and Dance Santa Clara University

**Trustees Emeriti of the University 2019-20**

John A. Becker
Bus Ad '63, Grad '65
Retired President and Vice Chairman, Firstar Corp.

John F. Bergstrom
Bus Ad '67
Chairman and CEO, Bergstrom Corp.

Natalie A. Black
Law '78
Willie D. Davis  
President, All Pro Broadcasting, Inc.

John F. Ferraro  
Bus Ad '77  
Global Chief Operating Officer-Retired, Ernst Young

Richard J. Fotsch  
Eng '77, Grad '84  
Principal Member, Olde School Industries LLC

Rev. Michael J. Graham, S.J.  
President, Xavier University

Rev. James E. Grummer, S.J.  
General Counselor, Curia of the Society of Jesus

Mary E. Henke  
President, Gordon Henke Family Foundation

Darren R. Jackson  
Bus Ad '86  
Retired President and Chief Executive Officer, Advance Auto Parts

James F. Janz  
Bus Ad '62, Law '64, Managing Director, Joseph and Vera Zilber Family Foundation

Jeffrey A. Joerres  
Bus Ad '83  
Executive Chairman, Manpower Group

Robert L. Kemp  
Bus Ad '54  
Retired President, Capital Growth Management

James H. Keyes  
Bus Ad '62  
Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Johnson Controls, Inc.

Rev. Timothy R. Lannon, S.J.  
Assistant for Formation, Chicago-Detroit and Wisconsin Provinces of the Society of Jesus

Rev. Gregory F. Lucey, S.J.  
Chancellor, Spring Hill College

John P. Lynch  
Arts '64  
Retired Senior Partner, Latham Watkins, LLP

John P. Madden  
Bus Ad '56  
Retired Chairman, Madden Communications, Inc.

Arnold L. Mitchem, Ph.D.  
Grad '81  
President Emeritus, Council for Opportunity in Education

Rev. Ladislas M. Orsy, S.J.  
Professor of Law, Georgetown University

Ulice Payne, Jr.  
Bus Ad '78, Law '82  
President, Addison-Clifton, LLC

Kristine A. Rappé
Retired - SVP/CAO, Wisconsin Energy Corporation

Joseph J. Rauenhorst
Arts ’78
CEO, Charter School Properties, Inc.

Glenn A. Rivers
Arts ’85
Head Coach, Los Angeles Clippers

James A. Runde
Eng ’69
Special Advisor, Morgan Stanley

Louis J. Rutigliano
Eng ’60, Grad ’65
Retired Vice Chairman, Ameritech Corp.

Wayne R. Sanders
Grad ’72
Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Kimberly-Clark Corp.

Mary Ladish Selander
Director of Development, Lyric Opera of Chicago

Mary Ellen Stanek
Arts ’78
Managing Director and Director of Asset Management, Robert W. Baird Company

John J. Stollenwerk
Sp ’62, Grad ’66

Hon. David A. Straz, Jr.
Bus Ad ’65
Ambassador at Large
Honorary Consul General of the Republic of Liberia
Honorary Consul General of the Republic of Honduras

Charles M. Swoboda
Eng ’89
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Cree, Inc.

Cherryl T. Thomas
Arts ’68
President and Chief Executive Officer, Ardmore Associates, LLC

Rev. Thomas H. Tobin, S.J.
Professor of Theology, Loyola University Chicago

Rev. L. John Topel, S.J.
Arts ’73
Pastor, St Mary’s Star of the Sea Parish

Rhona Vogel
Bus Ad ’76
President, Vogel Consulting Group

Rev. Robert A. Wild, S.J.
Chancellor, Marquette University

Anne A. Zizzo
Jour ’87
President/CEO, Zizzo Group
Corporate Officers of the University 2019-20

Owen J. Sullivan
Chair

Michael R. Lovell, Ph.D.
President

Cynthia M. Bauer
Assistant Secretary

Steven W. Frieder
Corporate Secretary

Kimo Ah Yun, Ph.D.
Corporate Vice President

Joel S. Pogodzinski
Treasurer

Rev. Frederick Zagone, S.J.

Major Staff Officers of the University 2019-20

Michael R. Lovell, Ph.D.
President

Kimo Ah Yun, Ph.D.
Acting Provost

Rana H. Altenburg
Vice President for Public Affairs

Cynthia M. Bauer
Vice President and General Counsel

John M. Baworowsky, Ph.D.
Vice Provost of Enrollment Management

Xavier Cole, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs

Jeanne M. Hossenlopp, Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Innovation

Tim McMahon
Vice President for University Advancement

Gary Meyer, Ph.D.
Senior Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs

David Murphy
Vice President for Marketing and Communication

Joel Pogodzinski
Senior Vice President, Chief Operating Officer

Bill Scholl
Vice President and Director of Athletics

Lora A. Strigens
Vice President for Planning and Strategy

John Su, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs

Jennifer L. Watson, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Planning
William Welburn, Ph.D.
Executive Director, Diversity and Inclusion

Douglas Woods, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate Professional Studies
Dean, Graduate School

**Academic Senate 2019-20**
Michelle Mynlieff, Ph.D. (Chair)
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences Annual

Kimo Ah Yun, Ph.D. (Co-Chair)
Acting Provost
Dean, Diederich College of Communications Ex-Officio

Sumana Chattopadya, Ph.D. (Vice Chair)
Diederich College of Communication Annual

Bruce Boyden, J.D. (Secretary)
Law School elected faculty-annual

Allison Abbot, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences faculty elected at large-2021

Ashlie Benson
Professional/Graduate School Student 2019

Katie Blank
Academic Library Assembly elected faculty librarians-2021

Bruce Boyden, J.D.
Law School elected faculty-2020

Joshua Burns, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences faculty elected at large-2021

Sumana Chattopadhyay, Ph.D.
Diederich College of Communication elected faculty-2018

Michael Danduran
College of Health Science elected faculty-2021

Joseph Domblesky, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering elected faculty-2020

Kim Factor, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected faculty-2020

Marilyn Frenn, Ph.D.
College of Nursing elected faculty-2020

Ana Garner, Ph.D.
Diederich College of Communication elected faculty-2019

Kurt Gering
Business Administration Participating faculty elected at large-2021

Arndt Guentsch, D.D.S.
School of Dentistry elected faculty-2020

Jake Hanauer
MUSG 2019

Todd Hernandez
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected at large faculty-2020
Richard Holz, Ph.D.
Dean, Klingler College of Arts and Sciences Per Statutes

Janier Ibanez-Noe, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected faculty-2019

Yasser Khaled, Ph.D.
School of Dentistry elected faculty-2021

Patrick Loftis
College of Health Sciences elected faculty-2019

Cheryl Maranto, Ph.D.
College of Business Administration elected faculty-2020

Timothy Melchert, Ph.D.
College of Education elected faculty-2021

Michelle Mynlieff, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected faculty-2021

Paul Nolette, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected faculty at large-2020

Michael Odden
MUSG 2019

David Papke, Ph.D.
Law School elected faculty-2019

James Richie, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering elected faculty-2019

Madeline Schmidt, Ph.D.
College of Nursing elected faculty-2021

John Su, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs Per Statutes

Doris Walker-Dalhouse, Ph.D.
College of Education elected faculty-2021

Jennica Webster, Ph.D.
College of Business Administration elected faculty-2021

Janice Welburn, Ph.D.
Dean, Libraries Dean

Mary Jo Wiemiller
College of Health Sciences Participating faculty elected at large-2019

Susan Wood, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences elected faculty-2019

Douglas Woods, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate and Professional Studies and Dean of the Graduate School Per Statutes

**Academic Deans and Registrar 2019-20**

William E. Cullinan, Ph.D. (Dean)
College of Health Sciences

Sarah Bonewits Feldner, Ph.D. (Acting Dean)
Diederich College of Communication

William A Henk, Ed.D. (Dean)
College of Education
Richard Holz, Ph.D. (Dean)
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences
Joseph D. Kearney, J.D. (Dean)
Law School
Janet Krejci, Ph.D. (Dean)
College of Nursing
William K. Lobb, D.D.S. (Dean)
School of Dentistry
Kristina (Kris) Ropella, Ph.D. (Opus Dean)
Opus College of Engineering
Brian Till, Ph.D. (James H. Keyes Dean)
College of Business Administration/Graduate School of Management
Janice Welburn, Ph.D. (Dean)
Libraries
Douglas Woods, Ph.D. (Dean)
Graduate School
Georgia McRae (University Registrar)
Office of the Provost

University Board of Undergraduate Studies 2019-20
Jill Guttormson, Ph.D. (Chair)
College of Nursing 2020
Allison Abbott, Ph.D.
Senator Liason
Yong Bai, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering 2021
Risa Brooks, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering 2020
Theresa Burant, Ph.D.
College of Education 2020
Scott D’Urso, Ph.D.
Diederich College of Communication 2019
Mark Federle, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering
Sarah Feldner, Ph.D.
Director University Core of Common Studies (Non-voting) Ex-Officio
M. Behnam Ghasemzadeh, Ph.D.
College of Health Sciences 2018
Abigail Gorzlanyczk
Undergraduate Student (MUSG) 2019
Heather Hathaway, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Humanities 2018
Natalia Hornik
Undergraduate Student (MUSG) 2019
Ken Knetzger, Ph.D.
College of Health Sciences 2021
Gary Krenz, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Natural Sciences 2021

Stephanie Quade, Ph.D.
Sr. Associate Vice President
Dean of Student Development (non-voting) Ex-Officio

John Su, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs (non-voting) Ex-Officio

Siddhartha Syam, Ph.D.
College of Business Administration 2020

University Board of Graduate Studies 2019-20

Kati Berg, Ph.D.
Diederich College of Communication 2019

Sharron Chubbuck, Ph.D.
College of Education 2021

Andrew Dentino, Ph.D.
School of Dentistry 2021

Alison Efford, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Humanities 2019

Marilyn Frenn, Ph.D.
Senate Liaison: Communication Annual

Marilyn Frenn, Ph.D.
College of Nursing 2019

Kim Halula, Ph.D.
College of Health Sciences 2019

James Hoelzle, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Social Sciences (sabbatical fall 2018) 2021

John LaDisa, Ph.D.
Opus College of Engineering 2019

Margaret Nettesheim-Hoffman
Graduate Student (GSO) 2019

Farrokh Nourzad, Ph.D.
College of Business Administration 2020

Michael O’Hear, J.D.
Law School 2019

Stephen Saunders, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Social Sciences 2021

Rosemary Stuart, Ph.D.
Klingler College of Arts and Sciences/Natural Sciences 2021

Douglas Woods, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Graduate and Professional Studies and Dean of the Graduate School (non-voting) Ex-Officio
Faculty and Administration 2019-20

Klingler College of Arts and Science

Administrators

Richard Holz, Ph.D.
Dean, Klingler College of Arts and Sciences
Professor of Chemistry

Edward Blumenthal, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Professor of Biological Sciences

Mary Dunnwald, M.B.A.
Associate Dean

Heather A. Hathaway, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Director, Africana Studies
Associate Professor of English

Andrew B. Kunz, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Professor of Physics

Mary L. Minson, M.S.
Senior Assistant Dean, Advising

James B. South, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Professor of Philosophy

Faculty and Department Administrators

1st Lt. Joi Renée Abarintos, B.S.
University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies

Allison L. Abbott, Ph.D.
Tufts University
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences

Ibitisam Abujad, M.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Visiting Instructor

Noel S. Adams, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Philosophy
Sabbatical: Fall 2018

Daniel Adsett, M.A.
Memorial University
Lecturer

Eugenia V. Afinoguenova, Ph.D.
Georgetown University
Professor of Spanish

Raquel Aguilu de Murphy, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor Emerita of Spanish

Sheikh Ahamed, Ph.D.
Arizona State University
Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Griselda Aldrete, J.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Karen Andeen, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Assistant Professor of Physics

Thomas C. Anderson, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy

Rev. Thomas Anderson, S.J., Ph.D.
Marquette University
Lecturer

Elizabeth Angeli, Ph.D.
Purdue University
Assistant Professor of English

Peter Antich, Ph.D.
University of Kentucky
Visiting Assistant Professor

Edwin Antony, Ph.D.
Wesleyan University
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences

Deanna Arble, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences

Andrew Ashenden, M.A.
Biola University
Lecturer

Robert B. Ashmore, Ph.D.
University of Notre Dame
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy

Rev. Steven M. Avella, Ph.D.
University of Notre Dame
Professor of History

Julia Azari, Ph.D.
Yale University
Associate Professor of Political Science
Assistant Chair
Director, Graduate Studies

Dmitri Babikov, Ph.D.
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
Professor of Chemistry
Sabbatical: 2018-2019

James Bahoh, Ph.D.
Duquesne University
Visiting Assistant Professor

LT Michael Balistreri, B.S.
United States Naval Academy
Assistant Professor of Naval Science

Alan M. Ball, Ph.D.
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Professor of History
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Paul J. Bankston, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Naveen K. Bansal, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh
Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Michel R. Barnes, Ph.D.
University of St. Michael's College-Toronto
Associate Professor Emeritus of Theology

Sonia Barnes, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University
Assistant Professor of Spanish

Lowell W. Barrington, Ph.D.
University of Michigan
Associate Professor of Political Science
Chair, Political Science

Milton J. Bates, Ph.D.
University of California-Berkeley
Professor Emeritus of English

Edward T. Baumann, B.S.
St. Norbert College
Lecturer

SFC Travis Baumann
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Leadership

Gretchen Baumgardt, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Visiting Assistant Professor

Stephen Beall, Ph.D.
University of California-Berkeley
Associate Professor of Classics

Pilar Bellver, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh
Associate Professor of Spanish

Natalie Benjamin, M.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Brian Bennett, D.Phil.
University of Sussex
Professor of Physics
Department Chair, Physics

Mark Berlin, Ph.D.
University of California-Irvine
Assistant Professor of Political Science

Karel D. Bicha, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Professor Emeritus of History

Rev. Ronald Bieganowski, S.J., Ph.D.
Fordham University
Adjunct Associate Professor

Sebastian Bitticks, M.F.A.
City University of Hong Kong
Visiting Assistant Professor

Amy L. Blair, Ph.D.
Cornell University
Associate Professor of English
Assistant Chair, English

Corinne Bloch-Mullins, Ph.D.
Tel Aviv University
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Director, Cognitive Science

Edwin Block, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Professor Emeritus of English

Edward Blumenthal, Ph.D.
Yale University
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
Associate Dean, Research and Graduate Affairs

Mary-Catherine (M.C.) Bodden, Ph.D.
University of Toronto
Professor Emerita of English

Janet K. Boles, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin
Professor Emerita of Political Science

John R. Boly, Ph.D.
Yale University
Associate Professor of English

Jocelyn Boor, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Lecturer

Tina Boyle Whyte, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor

Serdar Bozdag, Ph.D.
University of California-Riverside
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Alexander Bozzo, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Lecturer

Charles Breeden, Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Economics

The PontificalGregorian University, Rome, Italy
Visiting Assistant Professor

Noelle Brigden, Ph.D.
Cornell University
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Risa Brooks, Ph.D.
University of California-San Diego
Associate Professor of Political Science
Director, Undergraduate Studies

J. Glenn Brookshear, Ph.D.
New Mexico State University
Associate ProfessorEmeritus of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Benjamin L. Brown, Ph.D.
Brandeis University
Professor Emeritus of Physics

Brian C. Brush, Ph.D.
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Professor Emeritus of Economics

Dennis W. Brylow, Ph.D.
Purdue University
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

James Buchanan, Ph.D.
Washington University at St. Louis
Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences

David R. Buckholdt, Ph.D.
Washington University at St. Louis
Professor Emeritus of Sociology

Rev. Thaddeus J. Burch, S.J., S.T.L., Ph.D.
Fordham University
Director, Special Projects in the Graduate School

Peter Burgess, M.A.
Marquette University
Lecturer

Joshua Ezra Burns, Ph.D.
Yale University
Associate Professor of Theology
Director, Graduate Studies

Cedric Burrows, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
Assistant Professor of English

Karl E. Byleen, Ph.D.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Sheng Cai, Ph.D.
University of Arizona
NMR Laboratory Supervisor, Chemistry

Louise A. Cainkar, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Associate Professor of Social Welfare and Justice
Director, Peace Studies

Lilly Campbell, Ph.D.
University of Washington
Assistant Professor of English

Gerard Canavan, Ph.D.
Duke University
Associate Professor of English

Patrick W. Carey, Ph.D.
Fordham University
Professor Emeritus of Theology

German D. Carrillo, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Professor Emeritus of Spanish

Curtis L. Carter, Ph.D.
Boston University
Professor Emeritus of Spanish

Belen S. Castaneda, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Spanish

Mark Chapman, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Visiting Assistant Professor

Virginia A. Chappell, Ph.D.
University of Washington
Associate Professor Emerita of English

Jesse Cheng, Ph.D.
University of California-Irvine
Assistant Professor of Criminology and Law Studies

Yoon Choi, Ph.D.
University of Cambridge
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Abdur R. Chowdhury, Ph.D.
University of Kentucky
Professor Emeritus of Economics

Tamjid Chowdhury, Ph.D.
University of Massachusetts-Boston
Adjunct Instructor

Dariusz Ciemniewski, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Lecturer

David E. Clark, Ph.D.
Binghamton University
Professor of Economics
Executive Associate Dean, Business Administration

Joseph Clark, Ph.D.
State University of New York at Buffalo
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Rev. Michael Class, S.J., Ed.D.
University of Pennsylvania
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Anne V. Clough, Ph.D.
University of Arizona
Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Joseph Coelho, S.J., M.A.
University of Madras, Chennai
Adjunct Instructor

Rev. David M. Coffey, S.T.D.
Theological Faculty of Sydney
Professor Emeritus of Theology

Stephen Cole, Ph.D.
University of California-Irvine
Assistant Professor of Economics

Jeffrey Coleman, Ph.D.
University of Chicago
Assistant Professor of Spanish

Roberta L. Coles, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor of Sociology
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Daniel Collette, Ph.D.
University of South Florida
Visiting Assistant Professor

Joseph M. Collins, Ph.D.
Illinois Institute of Technology
Associate Professor Emeritus of Physics

Dinorah Cortes-Velez, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Spanish

James B. Courtright, Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins University
Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences

Michael Cover, Ph.D.
University of Notre Dame
Assistant Professor of Theology

Alexandra L. Crampton, Ph.D.
University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Associate Professor of Social Welfare and Justice

Sheldon E. Cremer, Ph.D.
University of Rochester
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry

John E. Curran, Ph.D.
University of Virginia
Professor of English
Sabbatical: Fall 2018

D. Lyle Dabney, Dr. Theol.
Eberhard-Karls Universität-Tübingen
Associate Professor of Theology

Scott Dale, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania
Associate Professor of Spanish
Co-Director, Graduate Studies

Tara Daly, Ph.D.
University of California-Berkeley
Assistant Professor of Spanish

Joseph P. Daniels, Ph.D.
Indiana University-Bloomington
Professor of Economics
Chair, Economics

Flemming Daugaard-Hansen, Ph.D.
University of Florida-Gainesville
Adjunct Instructor

John D. Davis, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Professor Emeritus of Economics

Nicholas Davis, M.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor

Ed de St. Aubin, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Associate Professor of Psychology

Deirdre A. Dempsey, Ph.D.
The Catholic University of America
Associate Professor of Theology

Jodine L. Deppisch, B.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Boubakary Diakite, Ph.D.
Louisiana State University-Baton Rouge
Assistant Professor of French

Darrell D. Dobbs, Ph.D.
University of Rochester
Professor of Political Science

Christopher Dockendorff, Ph.D.
University of Toronto
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

William A. Donaldson, Ph.D.
Dartmouth College
Professor of Chemistry
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Rev. John P. Donnelly, S.J., Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of History

Michael E. Donoghue, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut
Associate Professor of History

Rev. Robert M. Doran, S.J., Ph.D.
Marquette University
Professor of Theology
Emmett Doerr Chair, Catholic Systematic Theology

Stephen M. Downs, Ph.D.
University of Iowa
Professor of Biological Sciences

Michael K. Duffey, Ph.D.
University of Notre Dame
Associate Professor Emeritus of Theology
Edward T. Duffy, Ph.D.  
Columbia University  
Professor Emeritus of English

Rev. Ryan Duns, S.J., Ph.D.  
Boston College  
Assistant Professor of Theology

Thomas Durkin, Ph.D.  
Marquette University  
Lecturer

Paul Dworschack-Kinter, Ph.D.  
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
Lecturer

Thomas J. Eddinger, Ph.D.  
University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Professor of Biological Sciences  
Director, Undergraduate Studies

Alison Clark Efford, Ph.D.  
The Ohio State University  
Associate Professor of History

Nicholas Elder, Ph.D.  
Marquette University  
Visiting Assistant Professor

John Engbers, Ph.D.  
University of Notre Dame  
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Kim A. S. Factor, Ph.D.  
University of Colorado at Denver  
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

Eberhard-Karls Universitat-Tubingen  
Professor Emeritus of Theology

Mary Ann Farkas, Ph.D.  
Michigan State University  
Professor of Criminology and Law Studies

Daniel Farmer, Ph.D.  
Marquette University  
Visiting Assistant Professor

Jason Farr, Ph.D.  
University of California-San Diego  
Assistant Professor of English

Tyler Farrell, Ph.D.  
Creighton University  
Visiting Assistant Professor

Adam T. Fiedler, Ph.D.  
University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Jennifer Finn, Ph.D.  
University of Michigan  
Assistant Professor of History

Abraham Fisher, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Jennifer Fishman, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Associate Professor of English

Robert H. Fitts, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences

Leah Flack, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Associate Professor of English
Director, Graduate Studies

Michael H. Fleet, Ph.D.
University of California-Los Angeles
Professor Emeritus of Political Science

A. Kristen Foster, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of History

Stephen L. Franzoi, Ph.D.
University of California-Davis
Professor Emeritus of Psychology

H. Richard Friman, Ph.D.
Cornell University
Professor of Political Science
Eliot Fitch Chair, International Studies

Dana Fritz, B.A.
Eastern Kentucky University
Lecturer

Paul Gagliardi, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Visiting Assistant Professor

Anthony Gamble, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences

Melissa Ganz, Ph.D.
Yale University
Assistant Professor of English

David E. Gardinier, Ph.D.
Yale University
Professor Emeritus of History

James R. Gardinier, Ph.D.
State University of New York at Buffalo
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Sarah E. Gendron, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of French

CPT Benjamin George, B.A.
Pennsylvania State University
Assistant Professor of Naval Science

Alyson C. Gerdes, Ph.D.
Purdue University
Professor of Psychology
Director, Graduate Studies

Susan Giaimo, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Associate Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Kevin W. Gibson, Ph.D.
University of Colorado at Boulder
Professor of Philosophy

Daniel Giglio, M.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor

Tyler Gillen, M.S.
Iowa State University
Adjunct Instructor

Owen M. Goldin, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin
Professor of Philosophy
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Instructor of Practice of Finance
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Marquette University
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Xin Luo, Ph.D.
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Assistant Professor of Accounting
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Professor Emeritus of Marketing
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Michigan State University
Associate Professor of Management
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Associate Professor of Economics
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Alexander Milovic, Ph.D.
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Assistant Professor Of Practice of Marketing
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James Muraski, M.B.A.
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Alisa Nagle, M.S.
Central Michigan University
Instructor of Practice of Management

David Neel, M.B.A.
University of Virginia
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Nga Nguyen, Ph.D.
Texas Tech University
Assistant Professor of Finance

Farrokh Nourzad, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
Professor of Economics

Bonnie S. O’Neill, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Associate Professor of Management

Matthew O’Rourke, M.B.A.
University of Pennsylvania
Instructor of Practice of Marketing

Pamela Oestreicher, B.A.
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Jessica Ogilve, Ph.D.
University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Marketing

Danica Olson, M.S.
Marquette University
Instructor of Practice of Accounting

Kelsey Otero, M.B.A.
Marquette University
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Terence T. Ow, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Management

Heather Page, M.A.
Alverno College
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Sarah Peck, Ph.D.
University of Rochester
Associate Professor of Finance

Anthony N. Pennington-Cross, Ph.D.
The George Washington University
Professor of Finance
Robert Bernard Bell, Sr., Chair in Real Estate

John S. Peterson, M.B.A.
Marquette University
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Pamela Peterson, M.B.A.
University of Chicago
Instructor of Practice of Marketing

Sean Phelan, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Instructor of Practice of Finance

Laura Philbin, M.S.
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Instructor of Practice of Business Administration
Assistant Director, Business Career Center

Tim Pire, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Instructor of Practice of Finance

Laurna Prantil, M.S.
Iowa State University
Instructor of Practice of Economics

Frank R. Probst, Ph.D.
University of Florida
Professor Emeritus of Accounting

Lisa Rambol, M.B.A.
University of Phoenix
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Matthew Rand, M.S.A.E.
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Associate Professor of Management
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John Reinke, M.B.A.
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Tim Rutherford, M.B.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Instructor of Practice of Management

Richard Ruzga, M.B.A.
Marquette University
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Richard Ruzga, M.B.A.
Marquette University
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Eric Sanders, Ph.D.
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Mark Schwiesow, M.B.A.
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David L. Shrock, D.B.A.
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Northwestern University
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Jeanne M. Simmons, Ph.D.
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Assistant Professor of Marketing
Associate Dean, Graduate School of Management
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Douglas Smith, J.D.
Marquette University
Assistant Professor of Practice of Accounting
Director, International Business Studies

Kevin Smith, M.C.R.P.
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Instructor of Practice of Finance

Andrew Smyth, Ph.D.
Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Economics

Brian Spaid, Ph.D.
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Assistant Professor of Marketing
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Brian D. Till, Ph.D.
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Richard Tobin, M.B.A.
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Peter G. Toumanoff, Ph.D.
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James P. Trebby, D.B.A.
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Michael J. Price, M.A.
Marquette University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Performing Arts

Catherine Puckering, M.A.
California State University
Instructor of Communication Studies
Strategic Communication

Bradford Schultz, B.F.A.
College for Creative Studies
Adjunct Instructor of Strategic Communication

Robert M. Shuter, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor Emeritus of Communication Studies

Karen L. Slattery, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Digital Media

Lawrence C. Soley, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Professor Emeritus of Journalism and Media Studies

Tracey L. Sturgal, M.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Instructor of Communication Studies

Kevin Thomas, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin
Assistant Professor of Multicultural Branding

William J. Thorn, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Associate Professor
Chair, Journalism and Media Studies

Lynn H. Turner, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor of Communication Studies

Erik F. Ugland, J.D., Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Associate Professor of Digital Media

David Umhoefer, B.A.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Director O'Brien Fellowship
Adjunct Instructor Journalism and Media Studies

Barbara F. Volbrecht, M.A.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Instructor of Digital Media

A.Jay Wagner, Ph.D.
Indiana University
Assistant Professor in Media Studies/New and Emerging Media

Eric Waters, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin
Assistant Professor of Communication Studies

Sandra Whitehead, M.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Journalism and Media Studies

Marc G. Whitney, B.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Strategic Communication

David L. Wilcox, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Professional-in-Residence of Strategic Communication

Joyce M. Wolburg, Ph.D.
University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Professor of Advertising and Public Relations
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Christopher Wysocki, M.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Communication Studies

Joshua Zelasko, B.A.
Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design
Adjunct Instructor of Strategic Communications

Yaguang Zhu, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin
Assistant Professor in Health Communication

Mark Zoromski, M.A.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor
Director of Student Media

College of Education

Administrators

William Henk, Ed.D.
Dean, College of Education
Professor of Education

Victoria Fitzgerald, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for College Operations

Faculty and Department Administrators

Robert Albrightson, M.A.
Western Oregon University
Adjunct Instructor

John J. Augenstein, Ph.D.
Kent State University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Education

Jill Birren, Ph.D.
Washington University-St. Louis
Assistant Professor of Education

Margaret L. (Peggy) Bloom, Ph.D.
Arizona State University
Professor Emeritus of Education

Darlene Boyle, B.S.
University of Wisconsin-Platteville
Adjunct Instructor

Teresa Brecklin, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Alan Burkard, Ph.D.
Fordham University
Associate Professor of Education
Chair, Counselor Education and Counseling Psychology

Sara Burmeister, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Visiting Assistant Professor

Theresa Burrant, Ph.D.
University of Arizona
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Karisse Callender, Ph.D.
Texas AM-Corpus Christi
Assistant Professor

Mary Carlson, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Lecturer

Kelly Carpenter, M.A.
Lakeland College
Adjunct Instructor
Kathleen Cepelka, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Lecturer
Sharon Chubbuck, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Associate Professor of Education
Director, Graduate Studies
Margaret Cinto, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor
EOP Pre-college Coordinator
Kathleen F. Clark, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Associate Professor of Education
Director, Ralph C. Hartman Literacy and Learning Center
Jennifer Cook, Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Assistant Professor of Education
Ellen Eckman, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Associate Professor of Education
Chair, Educational Policy and Leadership
Lisa Edwards, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
Associate Professor of Education
Patricia Ellis, Ed.D.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Cynthia Ellwood, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Visiting Assistant Professor
Karen Evans, Ph.D.
University of Arizona
Adjunct Associate Professor
Assessment Coordinator
Robert A. Fox, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Education
Howard L. Fuller, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Distinguished Professor of Education
Jennifer Gaul-Stout, M.S.
Mount Mary University
Adjunct Instructor
Melissa Gibson, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Assistant Professor of Education
Karen Green, M.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Kelly Groh, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Assistant Professor

William Henk, Ed.D.
West Virginia University
Dean, College of Education
Professor of Education

Tyra Hildebrand, Ph.D.
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Instructor
Assistant Director, Teach for America

Melinda Hughes, M.Ed.
University of Georgia
Adjunct Instructor

Eric Jessup-Anger, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Jody Jessup-Anger, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Assistant Professor of Education

Jane Joyce, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Kathleen Kean, M.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Lynne Knobloch-Fedders, Ph.D.
Miami University
Assistant Professor

Sarah Knox, Ph.D.
University of Maryland
Professor of Education

Mark Kuranz, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor

Paul Kuttner, M.A.
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Rev. Jeffrey T. LaBelle, S.J., Ed.D.
University of San Francisco
Assistant Professor of Education

Kirsten Lathrop, M.A.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Instructor

Christine Lemon, M.A.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Instructor

Lauren Leslie, Ph.D.
University of Iowa
Professor Emeritus of Education

Vanessa Liederbach, Ph.D.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Rebecca Lorentz, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Robert Lowe, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Professor of Education

Melisa Madsen, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor

Timothy P. Melchert, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Education

Lawrence Miller, M.A.
National Louis University
Adjunct Instructor

Kathleen O’Dell, B.S.
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Supervisor, Hartmann Center

LeeZa Ong, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Assistant Professor

William T. Pink, Ph.D.
University of Oregon
Professor Emeritus of Education

Erik Richards, M.A.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor

Susan Stanely, M.A.
Cardinal Stritch University
Adjunct Instructor

Rev. Andrew Thon, S.J., Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Clinical Associate Professor of Higher Education

Leigh van den Kieboom, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Assistant Professor of Education

Steven vande Zande, M.S.
Bank Street College of Education and Parsons New School for Design
Adjunct Instructor

Doris Walker-Dalhouse, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University
Professor of Education

Chad Wetterneck, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor
Terrence Young, Psy.D.
Illinois School of Professional Psychology
Adjunct Associate Professor

College of Engineering

Administrators

Kristina M. Ropella, Ph.D.
Opus Dean
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Mark O. Federle, Ph.D., P.E.
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Brian D. Schmit, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, Research
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Faculty and Department Administrators

Cristinel Ababei, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Casey Allen, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Said H. Audi, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Sabbatical: Fall 2017

Yong Bai, Ph.D.
North Carolina State
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
McShane Chair, Construction Engineering

Scott A. Beardsley, Ph.D.
Boston University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Interim Vice Chair of Academic Affairs, Biomedical Engineering

Florian Bender, Ph.D.
University of Heidelberg-Germany
Research Assistant Professor Electrical and Computer Engineering

Robert Bishop, Ph.D.
Rice University
Adjunct Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

James Blackwood
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Robert N. Blumenthal, Ph.D., P.E.
Northwestern University
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

John Borg, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Massachusetts
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Chair, Mechanical Engineering
Anthony Bowman, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Robert F. Brebrick, Ph.D.
The Catholic University of America
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

William E. Brower Jr., Ph.D., P.E.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

Ronald H. Brown, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Director, GASDAY Center

John Bruggeman, MS
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Daniel Burazin, M.B.A.
Keller School of Management
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Vikram Cariapa, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Arkansas
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

George F. Corliss, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ronald A. Coutu, Ph.D.
Air Force Institute of Technology
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, V. Clayton Lafferty Endowed Chair

James A. Crovetti, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Associate Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Michael Danyluk, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Ngon (Simon) Dao, Ph.D.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Ranjan Dash, Ph.D.
Indian Institute of Technology
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Nabeel A. O. Demerdash, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Joseph P. Domblesky, Ph.D., P.E.
The Ohio State University
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Alex Drakopoulos, Ph.D.
Michigan State University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Ayman EL-Refaie, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thomas Suzanne Werner Endowed Chair

Dinc Erdeniz, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Keith F. Faherty, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Iowa
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Mark O. Federle, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Michigan
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

Xin Feng, D.Sc.
Washington University at St. Louis
Adjunct Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Raymond A. Fournelle, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Missouri-Rolla
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

Richard A. Gaggioli, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

Guilherme Garcia, Ph.D.
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Tal Gilat-Schmidt, Ph.D.
Stanford University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jay R. Goldberg, Ph.D., P.E.
Northwestern University
Clinical Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Director, Health CareTechnologies Management Program

Andrew Greene, Ph.D.
Johns Hopkins University
Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Interim Vice Chair of Clinical Research Affairs, Biomedical Engineering

Gerald F. Harris, Ph.D., P.E.
Marquette University
Professor of Biomedical and Mechanical Engineering
Director, Orthopedic Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Patrick Hawley, MS
Texas A and M
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Majeed M. Hayat, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fellow of the IEEE, SPIE and OSA

James A. Heinen, Ph.D., P.E.
Marquette University
Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Stephen M. Heinrich, Ph.D.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Director, Graduate Studies in Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Jeffrey L. Hock, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Brian Hoffmann, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Shuguang Huang, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Research Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Thomas K. Ishii, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Michael Jahner, MBA
Marquette University
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Jon K. Jensen, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

Amit Joshi, Ph.D.
Texas AM University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Saeed Karshenas, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Fabien Josse, Ph.D.
University of Maine at Orono
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Director, Center for Sensor Technology
Director, Graduate Studies in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Kyuil Kim, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Director, Graduate Studies in Mechanical Engineering

Charles Koehler, III, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

John F. LaDisa Jr., Ph.D.
Marquette University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

John LaDisa Sr., Ph.D.
New York University
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Chung Hoon Lee, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Jintae Lee, Ph.D.
Purdue University
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Michael Lovell, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
President

Dragomir Marinkovich, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Assistant Professor of Practice

Richard W. Marklin, Ph.D.
The Ohio State University
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Brooke K. Mayer, Ph.D., P.E.
Arizona State University
Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Walter McDonald, Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Assistant Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Patrick J. McNamara, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Henry Medeiros, Ph.D.
Purdue University
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Jonathan A. Meus, M.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

John Moore, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Kevin Muhs, MS
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Ryan Murphy, JD
Marquette University
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Mark L. Nagurka, Ph.D., P.E.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Vladimir Novotny, Ph.D.
Vanderbilt University
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Lars E. Olson, Ph.D.
Vanderbilt University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Interim Chair, Biomedical Engineering

Hyunjae Park, Ph.D.
University of California-Los Angeles
Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Director, Thermofluid Science and Energy Research Center

Anthony Parolari, Ph.D.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Assistant Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Frank Pintar, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Richard J. Povinelli, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

James A. Rice, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

James E. Richie, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania
Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Associate Chair of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Susan A. Riedel, S.M., P.E.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Associate Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Benjamin Rizzo, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Kristina M. Ropella, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor Biomedical Engineering
OPUS Dean

Somesh P. Roy, Ph.D.
The Pennsylvania State University
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Robert A. Scheidt, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Joseph M. Schimmels, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Robert C. Greenheck Endowed Chair in Design and Manufacturing

Brian D. Schmit, Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve University
Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Associate Dean, Research

Susan C. Schneider, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Associate Professor Electrical and Computer Engineering
Director, Undergraduate Studies in Electrical and Computer Engineering

Justin Schueler, MS
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Martin A. Seitz, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering

Mary E. Shimoyama, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Barbara M. Silver-Thorn, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering

Simcha L. Singer, Ph.D.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Robert J. Stango, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Brian Stemper, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Alexey V. Sverdlin, Ph.D.
Institute of Aviation Materials, Moscow, Russia
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Michael S. Switzenbaum, Ph.D.
Cornell University
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Chandana Tamma, Ph.D.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, NY
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Electrical Computer Engineering

Brandon Tefft, Ph.D.
Northwestern University
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Jeffrey M. Toth, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Biomaterials, School of Dentistry

Christopher Ulm, MSEM
MSOE
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Kaushik Venkiteshwaran, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Kathlyn Videokovich, MS
Iowa State University
Adjunct Instructor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Sriramulu Vinnakota, Ph.D., P.E.
Swiss Federal Institute-Lausanne
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Michael Vogel, MS
Marquette University
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Phillip Voglewede, Ph.D.
Georgia Institute of Technology
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Associate Chair, Mechanical Engineering
Director, Undergraduate Studies in Mechanical Engineering

Baolin Wan, Ph.D.
University of South Carolina
Associate Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Sabbatical: Spring 2019

Robert C. Weber, Ph.D.
University of Missouri-Rolla
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Nathan Weise, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor Electrical and Computer Engineering

Thomas Wenzel, Ph.D., P.E.
Northwestern University
Associate Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

G. E. Otto Widera, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering

John M. Winters, Ph.D.
University of California-Berkeley
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Edwin E. Yaz, Ph.D., P.E.
Bosphorus University-Istanbul
Professor Electrical and Computer Engineering
Chair, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sabbatical: 2018-2019

Dong Hye Ye, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Bing Yu, Ph.D.
Virginia Tech
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering

Alphonse E. Zanoni, Ph.D., P.E.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Professor Emeritus of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

Daniel H. Zitomer, Ph.D., P.E.
Vanderbilt University
Professor of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Director, Water Quality Center
Chair, Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering

College of Health Sciences and Health Sciences Professional Administrators

William E. Cullinan, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Health Sciences
Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Kim L. Halula, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Health Sciences
Interim Chair, Speech Pathology and Audiology

Michelle G. Schuh, P.T., M.S.
Assistant Dean

Lani Stockwell, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean of Program Development

Faculty and Department Administrators

Molly Agnew, P.T., D.P.T., NCS
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Robert Allen, D.P.T., P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Danielle Armstrong, M.S., LAT, ATC
Michigan State University
Clinical Assistant Professor of Athletic Training

Abigail Ashenden Park, P.T., Ph.D.
University of Kansas School of Medicine
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Abigail Ashenden Park, P.T., Ph.D.
University of Kansas School of Medicine
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Ryan Atkins, B.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

David A. Baker, Ph.D.
Arizona State University
Professor of Biomedical Sciences
Associate Chair, Biomedical Sciences

Jeremiah Barrett, M.P.A.S., PA-C
Marquette University
Clinical Assistant Professor of Physician Assistant Studies

Ann Barry, M.S., CCC-SLP
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Greg Barta, P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Biomedical Sciences

Beth Bartelsen, P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Marie Hoeger Bement, P.T., Ph.D.
University of Iowa
Associate Professor of Physical Therapy

Joseph Berman, P.T., M.S.
University of Indianapolis
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Jeffrey Berry, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Associate Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Karl J. Bertram, M.D.
University of Cincinnati
Clinical Professor of Biomedical Sciences

V anchita Bhatia, P.T., D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Subhash C. Bhatnagar, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
University of Rochester
Associate Professor Emeritus of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Warren Biel, D.D.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Murray Blackmore, Ph.D.
University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Rachel Bollaert, Ph.D., ACSM EP-C
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Clinical Assistant Professor

James Bonk, M.A., LAT, ACT
University of Nebraska-Omaha
Clinical Assistant Professor of Athletic Training

Karene Boos, P.T., J.D., D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Joy Ann S. Brezovar, B.S.E.
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Cathy Bril, M.P.A.S., PA-C
Marquette University
Clinical Assistant Professor of Physician Assistant Studies

Shayne Broadwell, B.A.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Ann Brophy, B.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Biomedical Sciences
Laura Buchholz, B.S.
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

John Robert Burns, P.T., M.P.T.
Concordia University
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Brian Butler, D.P.T., P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Joseph Byonanebye, Ph.D.
Medical College of Wisconsin
Clinical Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Dana Callan-Farley, M.Ed.
Teachers College, Columbia University
Adjunct Instructor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

SuJean Choi, Ph.D.
University of Rochester
Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Megan Cieslak, PA-C, M.P.A.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physician Assistant Studies

Paul J. Coogan, M.D.
Chicago Medical School
Medical Director, Physician Assistant Studies

Katherine Cording, M.S., CCC-SLP
Marquette University
Clinical Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Lauren Croal, P.T., D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Maria Crowe, Ph.D.
University of Cincinnati
Clinical Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

William E. Cullinan, Ph.D.
University of Virginia
Professor of Biomedical Sciences
Dean, College of Health Sciences

Katherine Czekatdke, M.S., CCC-SLP
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Clinical Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Michael Danduran, M.S.
Mankato State
Clinical Assistant Professor of Exercise Science

Jeff Davis, P.T., OCS
Chicago Medical School
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Nickolas Davis, M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Albojay Deacon, P.T., D.P.T
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Amy Delaney, Ph.D., CC-SLP
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Monica Diamond, P.T., M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Jennifer Dixon, B.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Aaron Doering, M.S., ATC
University of Tennessee
Adjunct Instructor of Exercise Science

Angela Domnitz, P.T., M.P.T., CSCS
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Jen Eggert, M.S., CCC-SLP
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Clinical Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology

Laurie Elling, P.T., M.P.T., NCS
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

JoAnne Ellingson, P.T., M.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Instructor of Biomedical Sciences

Jennifer Evans, Ph.D.
University of California - San Diego
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Valerie Everard-Gigot, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Clinical Laboratory Science

Griffin Ewald, M.P.T., CSCS, OCS
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Kelli Falk, P.T., D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Jeanne A. Feldman, P.T., B.S.
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Biomedical Sciences

Pedro Fernandez, Ph.D.
Stony Brook University
Clinical Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Heidi Feuling, P.T., D.P.T.
Simmons College
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Jean Fischer, M.P.A.S., PA-C
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Clinical Assistant Professor of Physician Assistant Studies
Director of Clinical Education, Physician Assistant Studies

Gregg Fuhrman, P.T., M.P.T., CFMT, OCS, CMTPT
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Paul Gasser, Ph.D.
Arizona State University
Associate Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Christopher F. Geiser, P.T., M.S., ATC, LAT
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Clinical Assistant Professor
Director, Athletic Training Program

Mary Beth Geiser, P.T., D.P.T., OCS, FAAOMPT
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physical Therapy

Steven J. Gerndt, M.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Clinical Professor of Biomedical Sciences

M. Behnam Ghasemzadeh, Ph.D.
University of Kansas
Associate Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Susan Giaimo, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adjunct Associate Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Rosemary Giardina, P.T., D.P.T.
The Ohio State University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Donald C. Gibson, M.P.A.S., PA-C
Marquette University
Adjunct Clinical Instructor of Physician Assistant Studies

Marieke Gilmartin, Ph.D.
The Pennsylvania State University
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Sciences

Emily Wenninger Goral, PA-C
Marquette University
Adjunct Instructor of Physician Assistant Studies

Marissa Gordon, D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Ryan Gorecki, D.P.T.
Marquette University
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy
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